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ABSTRACT

A large eddy simulation was performed on an National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) phase VI wind turbine
(10 m diameter), using the exact blade geometry, to determine the influence of different inflow conditions on the aerody-
namic loadings and the near wake characteristics. The effects of the three inflow conditions, uniform inflow, linear wind
shear and linear wind shear with turbulence, are investigated. Wind shear causes periodic variations in power and aerody-
namic loading with an additional force component exerted along the lateral direction. Significant separation occurs in the
high wind region on the suction side of the blades, resulting in unstable loading in off-design inflow conditions. Because of
the shear effect between the near-blade tip vortex and ambient flow, the strong vortex core in the helical structure dissipates
and transforms into a continuous vorticity sheet when x=D > 1.5. The combination of inflow turbulence and wind shear
enhances the turbulence generation mechanism in the near wake, where energy is withdrawn from large wake structures
and converted into energy of small-scale structures. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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NOMENCLATURE

˛ wind shear exponent
ıt time step in simulation
� characteristic scale of the filtering kernel
ı� rotation angle turbine blade sweeps per time step
ıij Kronecker delta
� von Karman constant
h�i averaging operation
Qu0 velocity fluctuations, Qu0 � .Qu0, Qv0, Qw0/
u flow velocity, u � .u, v, w/ � .u1, u2, u3/

x location vector, x � .x, y, z/ � .x1, x2, x3/

�t sub-grid scale eddy viscosity
� kinematic viscosity of fluid
!r vorticity vector in spanwise direction
!x non-dimensional streamwise vorticity
� density of air
�ij sub-grid scale (sgs) stress
QS magnitude of resolved strain rate
QSij resolved strain rate tensor
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A turbine blade swept area
c chord length of wind turbine blade
Cp pressure coefficient
Cs Smagorinsky coefficient
Cw power coefficient
CFx axial force coefficient
CFy lateral force coefficient
CFz vertical force coefficient
D wind turbine diameter
e turbulent kinetic energy
G� filtering kernel
Iu streamwise turbulence intensity
Puv, Puw turbulence production components
R wind turbine radius
r radius coordinate
rms root mean square
u� wall friction velocity
Uo free stream velocity
Uhub velocity at hub height
Urel relative velocity of wind
yC non-dimensional wall distance for a wall-bounded flow

1. INTRODUCTION

Wind energy is among the mature techniques for large-scale renewable energy production with promising future commer-
cial prospects.1, 2 Optimal design of wind turbines maximizes the energy harvest under certain ideal design conditions.
However, their actual performance is greatly affected by the temporal and spatial wind characteristics. In utility-scale wind
farms where arrays of wind turbines are installed, the wind profile and turbulence level in the atmospheric boundary layer
(ABL) influence the performances of leading wind turbines, whereas the wake of the upstream turbines acts as disturbed
incoming flow for the downstream wind turbines. These off-design inflow conditions lead to significant production losses
and escalated fatigue loads. For example, a 10% reduction in power output was reported for three turbines separated by
7D (D is the rotor diameter)3 and a power deficit up to 45% in a large offshore wind farm.4 Full-wake conditions increase
downstream turbine loading by as much as 80%.5 The cyclic loading can trigger crack growth of turbine components, ulti-
mately resulting in structural failure and significantly reducing the life duty of wind turbine. Optimal design and control of
utility-scale farms with maximized energy harvest and minimized maintenance costs require a detailed understanding of
the effects of inflow conditions, in particular the mean wind profile and turbulence characteristics on turbine wakes.

The wake shed from a wind turbine is divided into near wake and far wake. Near wake is contained within approximately
one rotor diameter downstream of the rotor, while the far wake is further downstream.6 To characterize wind turbine wakes,
field measurements have been made to determine the change of wind direction and turbulence level, and laboratory exper-
iments have been conducted in wind tunnels under controlled conditions (e.g., previous studies6–15). These experiments
developed a general picture of wind turbine wakes but were fundamentally limited since (i) they were limited to small
scales and low Reynolds numbers, (ii) they were not conducted in a turbulent sheared flow as in realistic operation condi-
tions, and (iii) the available measurement techniques could not resolve the complete temporal–spatial features of the wake.
In addition, the currently available experimental datasets are insufficient for validating model development and numerical
simulations of large-scale wind turbines, especially in the wake region.

Computational fluid dynamics provides an alternative tool to study detailed interactions between rotating turbines with
realistic inflow conditions. In a Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) simulation, a specific flow variable f .x, t/
(velocity, pressure, etc.) is decomposed into a time-averaged mean variable hf .x/i and a corresponding fluctuating vari-
able f 0.x, t/ D f .x, t/ � hf .x/i, where h�i represents the averaging operation. The mean variables are solved from RANS
equations with the help of turbulence models. RANS methods have been widely used to study wind turbines16–22 in which
correct prescription of the turbulent inflow was crucial for valid predictions. Another simulation technique, large eddy
simulation (LES), decomposes the flow variable f .x, t/ into a resolved part Qf .x, t/, depicting the large-scale motions, and
a sub-grid scale (SGS) part f sgs.x, t/ D f .x, t/ � Qf .x, t/, where Q� represents a spatial filtering operation. The resolved
parameters are solved from the filtered Navier–Stokes equations by employing SGS models to describe the unresolved
motions. LES is able to simulate the unsteady, anisotropic turbulent flows dominated by large-scale structures and turbulent
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mixing.23 The results of simulating wind turbine wakes using the RANS method (with standard k � 	 model) and the LES
method are compared by Stovall et al.24 The comparison showed that LES captures the wake recovery more accurately
than RANS. Although LES is more computationally expensive, the rapid increase in computational capacities has enabled
its application in wind energy research.25–34 Jimenez et al.25–27 applied the LES method along with the uniformly loaded
actuator disk technique to study the wind turbine wake. Troldborg et al.28 reported a series of numerical simulations of
wind turbine wakes under uniform inflow with varying tip-speed ratios using an actuator line technique coupled with LES.
Porté-Agel et al.29 adopted a Lagrangian scale-dependent dynamic SGS model in LES along with the actuator disk and
actuator line methods to study turbine wakes in a turbulent boundary layer. They further extended the simulation to a wind
farm to analyze the velocity field and turbulence levels in the wake region, as well as power reduction of downstream wind
turbines. Lu et al.30 combined LES with the actuator disk method to simulate the interaction of a stably stratified ABL
with wind farm. Characterization of wake behavior was conducted by the vorticity-based mixed-scale SGS model with the
actuator line method.28, 35

Even with the aforementioned efforts, few publications bring insights into the wind turbine performance and wake char-
acteristics under varying inflow conditions. The two turbine simulations by Troldborg et al36 employed different levels
of ambient turbulence intensity, representing laminar, offshore and onshore conditions and identified the presence of tur-
bulence that caused wake breakdown and early formation of fully developed turbulence. The wake structures and wind
turbine performance under uniform steady inflow, steady vertical wind shear and transient extreme wind shear conditions
are studied by Sezer-Uzol and Uzol37 by applying a three-dimensional unsteady vortex-panel method. It was determined
that the wind shear resulted in asymmetric and non-periodic wake structure and high levels of fluctuations in power. This
method allows a relatively fast simulation, but, due to the assumption of inviscid flow, its prediction lacks the capability of
capturing the complex flow physics, such as flow separation around the blade surface.

Furthermore, wind farm control models can be developed to maximize the energy harvest and to minimize the operation
cost of the wind turbine clusters. To achieve these benefits, the existing wake and aerodynamic models must be improved
based on an in-depth understanding of the wind turbine performance and wake characteristics under various inflow con-
ditions. The motivation of this study is to gain a detailed understanding of how wind shear and inflow turbulence affect
wake structures, turbine blade loading and energy capture. LES is applied to study the flow field around a rotating NREL
phase VI wind turbine (two-blade, D �10 m), using exact blade geometry. Three cases with varying inflow conditions
are studied. The results are validated using measurement data, and then a systematic wake characterization is conducted.
This paper is organized as follows. Details of the numerical routine are presented in Section 2. The three cases with three
different inflow conditions are described in Section 3. Results and discussions are given in Section 4 followed by the
conclusions in Section 5.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Governing equations of LES and SGS model

In LES, a low-pass filtering operation is applied to a flow variable f .x, t/ to obtain a resolved part

Qf .x, t/ D
Z

G�.x
0, x/f .x � x0, t/dx0 (1)

and a SGS part

Qf sgs.x, t/ D f .x, t/ � Qf .x, t/ (2)

where G� is a filtering kernel with a characteristic scale �. With an assumption of incompressible flow, the resolved
velocity (Qui) and pressure (Qp) fields can be solved from the filtered Navier–Stokes equations
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Here, �ij is the SGS stress

�ij Deuiuj � Qui Quj, (5)

which must be modeled in order to close Equations 3 and 4. The most popular SGS models are the eddy viscosity type,
relating the deviatoric part of SGS stress with the resolved strain
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�ij �
1

3
�kkıij D �2�t QSij (6)

where �t is the SGS eddy viscosity. QSij is the resolved strain rate tensor given by

QSij D
1

2
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@Qui
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C
@Quj

@xi

�
. (7)

Smagorinsky38 further modeled the eddy viscosity using the mixing length hypothesis

�t D `
2
s
QS, (8)

where QS D
q

2QSij QSij. Furthermore, for regions close to solid surfaces, `s is determined by

`s D min.�d, Cs�/ (9)

where � is the von Karman constant, d the distance to the closest wall, and Cs the Smagorinsky coefficient. In the
present study, a constant value of Smagorinsky coefficient, Cs D 0.1, is adopted. This value is empirically tuned for
wall-modeled LES.39

2.2. Computational domain and NREL phase VI wind turbine

Researchers performed an experimental study of an NREL phase VI wind turbine in NASA Ames 24.4 m � 36.6 m wind
tunnel. The details of the experiments and results reported by Hand et al.40 and Simms et al.41 help to validate computa-
tional fluid dynamics predictions. The same condition was adopted for model validation in this study. The computational
domain in this study is illustrated in Figure 1, with a length (streamwise) Lx D 55.3 m, height Lz D 24.4 m and width
Ly D 36.6 m, identical to the test section of the Ames wind tunnel. The stall-regulated NREL phase VI wind turbine has
two twisted and taped blades, and each blade is constructed by a series of S809 airfoil profiles. The blades twist from a
maximum angle of 20.04ı at the root to a minimum of �2.15ı at the tip. The rotor is of diameter D D 10.06 m, pitch angle
3.5ı and yaw angle 0ı. The hub of the wind turbine is placed 12.2 m above the ground, 2D from the inflow boundary and
3.5 D from the outlet. The origin of coordinate system is set at the hub center, with x pointing to streamwise direction and z
antiparallel to gravity (vertically upward). In the simulation, both the tower and nacelle are omitted from the computational
domain. Consequently, flow interactions between the blades, tower and nacelle are not considered.

Figure 1. Schematics of the computational domain.
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2.3. Computational mesh and near-wall treatment

A multi-block method is used to generate the computation mesh including the sliding mesh zone and the stationary mesh
zone. As shown in Figure 2(a), hexahedral grids are generated surrounding the wind turbine blades. The first layer of grid is
1 mm away from the blade surface to ensure that yC is in the range of 30–300, for valid implementation of a wall function
(yC is the non-dimensional distance measured from the wall, defined in the succeeding text). A total of 20 layers of grids
are sequentially attached to the blade surface with an increase ratio of 1.1 along surface normal direction. There are 70
mesh points distributed along the chordwise direction at each section of the blades, and grids are more concentrated at the
leading and trailing edges. A total of 150 mesh points are distributed in the spanwise direction of each of the blades. In

Figure 2. Schematics of computation mesh. (a) Grid distribution around wind turbine blade. (b) Details of grid distribution at different
downstream locations.
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order to better capture the wake characteristics, a uniform mesh spacing is implemented in x-direction. Figure 2(b) shows
the mesh distribution in several downstream locations in y-z-plane. The total number of grids is 5.23 � 106. In the present
study, the wall function42 adopted to model the near-wall physics is

uC.yC/ D

(
yC, if yC < 11.8

8.3.yC/1=7, if yC > 11.8
(10)

where uC D u=u� . Here, u is the velocity component parallel to the wall surface, u� is the friction velocity and

yC D u� y0=� (11)

where y0 is the wall normal distance measured from the cell centers.

2.4. Sliding mesh approach and numerical solver

A sliding mesh approach is employed to capture the unsteady flow field around the rotating blades. The sliding mesh zone
and stationary zone are bounded by the interfaces with disaligned mesh once the rotation takes place. Information of the two
mesh zones is interchanged through the interface mesh, which is recalculated after each time step. The numerical solver in
ANSYS FLUENT 14.0 is employed in the present LES study, while a user-defined function is implemented to prescribe the
inflow conditions. The convection terms in all transport equations are discretized using the bounded central differencing
schemes to avoid damping out the energy of resolved eddies. The transient terms are discretized using the first-order
implicit scheme. A RANS simulation with a time step ıt D 0.00579 s (corresponding to a rotation angle ı� D 2.5ı) is first
carried out to set up the initial flow field. After one revolution, LES is activated. A total of 30 revolutions are computed
with a relatively large time step to wash out the initial flow field established by RANS. Another time step of ıt D 0.00023 s
(ı� D 0.1ı) is then chosen to better predict flow variables in the boundary layer, e.g., the pressure distribution. The drag
forces of the blades and the velocity evolution at different locations in the domain are monitored during the entire simulation
period. In all the cases, the simulation lasts for at least 17 revolutions with the small time step to collect sufficient sampling
data. A total of 61,200 snapshots are used to achieve convergence of the statistical analysis.

3. SIMULATION CONDITIONS

Three different sets of inflow conditions are simulated in the present study

(1) Baseline case. Identical inflow conditions as those used in experiments.40, 41 A uniform velocity profile (Uo D 7.0 m
s�1) with 0ı yaw angle is prescribed at the inlet. As in wind tunnel tests, the turbulence level at the inlet is small, so
a laminar wind profile is adopted. The rotor rotates at 72 rpm, giving a tip-speed ratio of 5.4. The Reynolds number

Re D
Urel � c

�
(12)

is in the order of 106, where Urel is the relative wind velocity, c the chord length of turbine blade and � the kinematic
viscosity of air. Atmosphere pressure is specified at the outlet. The top, bottom, side surfaces and the blade surfaces
are set to no-slip conditions with zero velocities, identical to the test sections in the experiments.

(2) Wind shear case. Linear wind shear profile with negligible turbulence. The mean wind profile in ABL is modeled by
a power law

hui.z0/ D Uhub �

�
z0

z0hub

�˛
, (13)

where Uhub is the mean wind velocity at hub height (z0 D z0hub, the ground is at z0 D 0). The wind shear exponent ˛ is
0.07 and 0.43 for the ice terrain and woodlands, respectively.43 In this study, the wind profile in the rotor-swept area
(not starting from ground) is of interest. A linear wind profile in this region is approximated by choosing ˛ D 0.35
and a hub velocity Uhub D 7.0 m s�1, as shown in Figure 3. Consequently, the wind profile applied on the inlet of the
computation domain is

hui.z/ D 5.1 �
� z

24.4
C 0.5

�
C 4.45, (14)

where the units for hui and z are meter per second and meter, respectively. This linear wind profile yields the same mass
flow rate as the baseline case. Comparing results from this case with results from the baseline case may highlight the
influence of wind shear. The top and bottom surfaces of the computation domain have constant velocities consistent
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with the wind profile. The outlet boundary conditions, rotation of the blades and the side surfaces and blade surfaces
are the same as the baseline case.

(3) Turbulent shear case. The same wind shear profile as the second case with added turbulence. A three-dimensional
velocity fluctuation is introduced using the spectral synthesizer method.44, 45

Simulated turbulence intensity (streamwise component, Iu D urms=Uhub) profiles with different roughness lengths
(z0 D 0.00005 � 0.5 m) were reported by Wu and Porté-Agel,46 ranging from 4% to 14% at hub height. In the
work of Christakos et al.,47 distributions of Iu at 100 m above sea level (asl) (typical z-level of nacelle height of
the state-of-the-art wind turbines) for different classes of wind speed were plotted based on 4 year offshore Lidar
measurements, where Iu is about 8% with wind speed ranging from 5 to 10 m s�1. To match these experimental
observations, Iu D 8% was selected for this simulation. The boundary conditions other than the inlet conditions are
equivalent to case 2.

Figure 3. Different inflow wind profiles: uniform profile, power-law profile and approximated linear profile.
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Figure 4. Comparison of mean pressure coefficients predicted by LES and experimental results at different spanwise sections.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Validation of LES results of baseline case

The pressure distribution along the blade at five spanwise sections was measured in wind tunnel experiments.40, 41 Figure 4
compares the time-averaged LES results of the pressure coefficient Cp with the experimental results at sections of r=R D
0.3, 0.47, 0.63, 0.8 and 0.95. The LES results agree well with the measured data. Cp on the pressure side matches well

Figure 5. Comparison of phase-averaged output power coefficients and aerodynamic load coefficients under three flow conditions:
(left) baseline case, (middle) wind shear case and (right) turbulent shear case. Error bars give the corresponding rms values.
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with the measured data, while a slight discrepancy is observed at x=c D 0 on the suction side when r=R is 0.63, 0.80
or 0.95. A similar mismatch of Cp at the leading edge is also reported by Mo et al.31 at r=R D 0.80 and 0.95. These
under-predictions are likely due to the occurrence of tip vortices, and the averaging effect associated with the finite size of
pressure ports used for the measurements. The LES routine presented here is able to effectively predict the aerodynamic
loadings applied on the turbine blades. On the other hand, the wake characteristics are related to the momentum change in
the streamwise direction,48 which causes pressure differences on turbine blades. Since the wake measurement data are not
available, the accurate prediction of Cp is also considered as a validation for predicting wake characteristics and turbulent
wake characteristics under varying inflow conditions.

4.2. Power production and aerodynamic loads

The torque and forces applied on the wind turbine are computed by integrating the pressure distribution on the blade
surfaces. In order to identify the effects of the inflow conditions on wind turbine performance and loading status, we
computed the phase-averaged output power coefficient

Cw D
Power

1
2�AU3

hub

(15)

and the force coefficients (in x-direction, y-direction and z-direction)

�
CFx , CFy , CFz

�
D
.Fx, Fy, Fz/

1
2�AU2

hub

(16)

as shown in Figure 5 under three inflow conditions. For the baseline case, Cw is relatively stable and has an average value
of 0.333, with a 5.9% difference when compared with the measured power coefficient of 0.354. In the wind shear case, an
oscillation of the power coefficient is observed, with an average value of 0.337. Significant fluctuations of Cw, indicated
by the rms values, are observed for the turbulent shear case, with the largest average value of 0.341 among all three cases.
(The increase in the mean value is not significant). It is obvious that the turbulent wind shear flow condition results in the

Figure 6. Schematics of the force analysis.
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most unstable power production, and peak fluctuation can reach about 22% of the average value, estimated by twice the
rms values.

Quantifying the effect of the inflow conditions on the change of aerodynamic loadings on wind turbines is a direct
index of the fatigue loading applied on the wind turbine. The phase-averaged force coefficients (three components) are also
illustrated in Figure 5. One is reminded that � D 0 is the phase when the turbine blades are in horizontal positions. The
average values of CFx (streamwise force coefficient) for the three cases are 0.513, 0.522 and 0.525, respectively. Similar to
the behavior of Cw, the wind shear case has a peak rms of˙7.5% at phase �=
 . CFy and CFz are about zero for the baseline
case, indicating an idealized loading status. However, in the wind shear case and turbulent shear case, CFy and CFz display a
periodic pattern with an amplitude of 0.01 for both cases, which is caused by the phase difference between the applied wind
shear (along z-direction) and two rotating blades. In addition to the periodic variation, the turbulent shear case yields more
random fluctuation, indicated by the error bars with maximum rms values of 0.004 (CFy ) and 0.013 (CFz ). Most importantly,
CFy periodically oscillates around a similar direct current (DC) offset (mean value of periodic pattern) of' �0.01 for both
wind shear and turbulent shear cases. This offset suggests that in the presence of wind shear in the vertical direction (as in
ABL), there is a non-zero lateral load (in y-direction) on the wind turbine. To explain this phenomenon, Figure 6 shows
the schematic of the force components in y–z-plane on two symmetric sections on both turbine blades when wind shear is
present. At � D 0, only non-zero Fz’s exist, and the resultant force components are zero due to symmetry. At � D 
=4, the
resultant force component in y-direction is less than zero, and the one in z-direction is larger than zero because the upper
blade is subjected to larger force due to the larger wind velocities. Similarly, at � D 
=2, the resultant force component in
the y-direction is less than zero again, and the one in z-direction is zero due to symmetry. At � D 3
=4, the resultant force
component in y-direction is identical to the one at � D 
=4, whereas the one in z-direction is less than zero (opposite to
the case of � D 
=4). The negative mean value of Fy was reported under the wind shear inlet condition by Sezer-Uzol and
Uzol.37 However, they also reported a negative mean value of Fz that was of smaller magnitude than Fy. The observation
is different than the results determined in the present study. In case of a large two-blade wind turbine with 30 m diameter
that rotates at 34.5 rpm with the same tip-speed ratio as in the present study, the average wind velocity will be 10 m s�1.
Based on the present estimation of the force coefficients, the wind turbine bears a periodic loading status, ranging from 0 to
865 N in the y-direction and from �432 to 432 N in the z-direction. The results indicate that the asymmetric inflow profile
causes the fluctuation of the loads and more importantly generates continuous loads in the negative y-direction, which will
result in the shortening of the fatigue life of the turbine components.

4.3. Characteristics of flow field near wind turbine blade

Accurate prediction of the characteristics of flow field near the turbine blades is important for designing wind turbines. The
actuator disk and actuator line methods represent effective tools for optimizing energy harvest, but they fail to capture the
real flow physics near the blade surface due to the underlying assumption of replacing the physical existence of rotating
blades with distributed forces along a permeable disk or lines. As a result, they are unable to resolve the flow in the boundary
layer where flow separation may become more pronounced and stall effects may occur to reduce lift at certain angles of
attack. The insights of flow separation phenomena can be obtained by solving the filtered Navier–Stokes equations in LES,
which take the viscous effect into consideration.

The present simulation results give the detailed flow structures around the blade surface. Figure 7 shows the instanta-
neous streamlines on the blade surfaces on both the pressure and the suction sides for the baseline case and wind shear
case observed in a reference frame rotating with the blade. In addition, the two-dimensional vector field (colored by the
vorticity component in the spanwise direction, !r) at two representative sections, r=R D 0.63 and r=R D 0.95, at phase
�=
=2 (blade in vertical position) is shown. For the baseline case [Figure 7(a)], the streamlines on the suction side exhibit
flow separation near the trailing edge, while streamlines on the pressure side display laminar flow characteristics. These
results indicate that the boundary flow is developing not only along the streamwise direction (from leading edge to trailing
edge) but also along the spanwise direction (from the blade root to the tip). The separation point on the suction side moves
toward the trailing edge from the blade root to the tip, i.e., the separation areas are reduced. For the results from the wind
shear case [Figure 7(b), �=
=2], the top blade is in high wind, while the bottom blade is in low wind. The separation area
covers almost half of the top blade surface, while the separation points on the bottom blade are close to the trailing edge.

Furthermore, the flow structures surrounding the blade surface at selected spanwise sections (Figure 7) depict the bound-
ary layer development from the leading edge to the trailing edge. At r=R D 0.63, reversed flow patterns indicate flow
separation, forming two separation bubbles adjacent to the trailing edge and initiating unsteady vortex shedding in the
baseline case. More pronounced flow separation occurs in the wind shear case. The second trailing vortex is more obvious,
which suggests much stronger vortex shedding under large wind speed. However, this flow detachment is not observed at
r=R D �0.63 where wind speed is lower. At r=R D 0.95, less severe separation is present, suggesting more consistent lift
generation in this region than in the near root region. The vorticity component along the spanwise direction in the rotating
frame, !r, has opposite signs at the suction side and the pressure side. A wider range of vorticity magnitude is presented at
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Figure 7. Streamlines on the pressure and suction sides of the blades and two-dimensional velocity field of flow at two representative
spanwise sections when blades rotate to vertical position (�=�=2): (a) baseline case and (b) wind shear case. Plotted are relative

velocities observed from a moving frame rotating with the blades.

r=R D 0.63 than at r=R D �0.63 in the wind shear case. After the separation point, an alternating recirculation pattern is
observed. This pattern triggers a train of vortices shed from this region.

The results in Figure 7(b) reveal that uneven wind will generate different flow structures near the blade and will even-
tually result in uneven loading on the turbine blades, as shown in Figure 5. This uneven loading will exaggerate unstable
fatigue loading on the drivetrain. This analysis will help to improve the turbine blade design and loading management by,
for example, adopting blade pitch/yaw optimization, to achieve optimal balance between loading status and energy harvest.
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4.4. Development of wake structures

The wake structures behind the wind turbine rotor are affected by the inflow conditions, and substantially influence down-
stream wind turbine performance. Typical instantaneous wake flow structures under three inflow conditions are visualized
in Figure 8, which shows the isosurfaces of �2 (the negative value of the second eigenvalue of the symmetry square of
velocity gradient tensor). To further visualize the development of the tip vortex, the vorticity magnitude in the central
x-z-plane (y D 0) at two orthogonal phases, � D 0 and � D 
=2, is shown in Figure 9. The tip vortices are initially
generated because of the interactions between blade tips and their surrounding fluid as the blades are rotating, and they
are stretched to form a helical path to a certain downstream distance before they are dissipated. In the baseline case, the
wake structures are well-organized, periodic and symmetric. A pair of tip vortices is observed from the turbine rotor to
a downstream location about x=D D 1.3. In the wind shear case, the tip vortex structure stays nearly intact for about
four revolutions (x=D � 0.7), and the top part of the tip vortices travels faster than the bottom ones, due to the presence
of wind shear, resulting in a skew structure. The disappearance of the phase-dependent (helical) vortex structure in both
the baseline and wind shear cases when x=D > 1.5 is also apparent. Because of the shear effect between the near-blade
tip vortex and the ambient flow (as discussed in Section 4.5.2), the strong vortex core in the helical structure dissipates
and gradually transforms into a continuous vortex sheet, indicating the appearance of a continuous shear layer that has
no phase dependence. According to similar simulations using a three-dimensional unsteady vortex-panel method in the
baseline case by Sezer-Uzol and Uzol,37 the helical structure can persist over a long downstream distance (16 revolu-
tions and x=D � 5). The lack of turbulence production and dissipation mechanisms in that potential flow solver prevents
the prediction of the detailed flow structures such as the breakdown of the tip vortices of turbine wakes, as shown in
Figures 8 and 9.

In the turbulent shear case, the tip vortices are visible in the first four revolutions but are less intact than the vortices in the
other two cases. Under the influence of both inflow turbulence and turbulence generated in the near wake, the wake struc-

Figure 8. Comparison of the isosurfaces of vortex cores colored by instantaneous velocity magnitude: (top) baseline case, (middle)
wind shear case and (bottom) turbulent shear case.
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Figure 9. Distribution of instantaneous vorticity magnitude in the central x–z-plane: (top) baseline case, (middle) wind shear case
and (bottom) turbulent shear case. Wind turbine blades are in horizontal positions (� D 0, left panel) and vertical positions (� D �=2,

right panel).

ture quickly dissipates and displays a highly unstable nature as it travels further downstream. The observed breakdown in
the pattern after four to five revolutions in the near wake is similar to what was observed in particle image velocimetry (PIV)
measurements using scaled model turbine, as reported by Zhang et al.15 The breakdown mechanism of the tip vortex will
be discussed in Section 4.5.2. The distribution of vorticity magnitude also explains the turbulence effect in the wake pattern.
The visibility of helical pattern decreases along streamwise direction, especially after x=D D 1.2. In Figure 9, the distri-
butions of the vorticity magnitude at two orthogonal phases show a similar pattern, indicating the phase independence of
the vorticity pattern.

In order to better identify the vortex structures in wake, the contours of normalized time-averaged streamwise vorticity,
h!xi D

D
2Uhub

.
@hvi
@z �

@hwi
@y /, in the y–z-plane for the three cases are plotted at three downstream locations x=D D 1.0,

2.0 and 3.0 in Figure 10. The vortex ring with positive vorticity is formed at the tip swept area owning to the formation
of helical tip vortices. The magnitude of the h!xi for the vortex ring becomes smaller with downstream distance, which
can be interpreted as the dissipation of the vortices. The features of the vortex ring are identical to the wake structure
shown in Figure 8.

Similar features of the vortex pattern are noticed for the wind shear case (Figure 10), but the positive large vortex
rings are not as symmetric and uniform as those in the baseline case. The dissipation rate of the vortex ring is faster,
and the ring becomes blurry at a distance of x=D=3.0. The distinct vortex patterns are found by comparing the turbu-
lent wind shear case with the former two cases. The quick diffusion and expansion take place when x=D > 1.0, which
causes the complete breakdown of the vortex structure, and the more scattered vorticity distribution occurs at x=D D 2.0
and 3.0.
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Figure 10. Contours of normalized time-averaged streamwise vorticity h!x i in y–z-plane at downstream locations (x=D D 1.0, 2.0
and 3.0): (top row) baseline case, (middle row) wind shear case and (bottom row) turbulent shear case.

4.5. Wake characteristics

As discussed in Section 4.2, varying inflow profiles and the presence of turbulence lead to power fluctuation, unsteady
loads and continuous deflection loads. Further analysis of the velocity field and the turbulence field in wake flow pro-
vides essential information for operation conditions of downstream wind turbines in a wind farm. In Section 4.5.1, the
time-averaged characteristics of the three velocity components in the wake behind the wind turbine under three cases
are discussed. In Section 4.5.2, turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and turbulence production in three spatial directions
are analyzed.

4.5.1. Mean wake profiles.
Figure 11 shows the distribution of time-averaged streamwise velocity hui in the central x–z-plane (y D 0) from
x=D D �1.0 to x=D D 3.5, together with the mean streamwise velocity distribution in the y–z-plane at a representa-
tive location x=D D 2.0. hui displays variations in both the lateral and vertical directions for both the wind shear and
turbulent shear cases due to the interaction of wind shear and rotating wake. The centers of the low velocity regions
in these two cases shift to the �y-direction. This is because the rotating wake structure (clockwise in the right panel
of Figure 11) transports momentum from the high wind part to the low wind part in the y > 0 region and from the
low wind part to the high wind part in the y < 0 region. The three-dimensional structure of the wake flow is shown
by the distributions of hvi and hwi in Figure 12 at x=D D 2.0, indicating a rotating wake induced by turbine blades.
In the three cases, peak values of hvi occur in locations close to the root of each blade, e.g., for baseline case, at
(z D ˙0.4R, y D 0). A similar phenomenon is observed for hwi, and the peak values occur at (y D ˙0.4R, z D 0) for the
baseline case.

To examine the development of the wake structure, the vertical profiles of hui, hvi and hwi at seven selected locations
(x=D D �1.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0) are plotted in Figure 13. The ‘W’ shape profiles of hui are observed for all three
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Figure 11. Distributions of the time-averaged streamwise velocity in the central x–z-plane (left) and y–z-plane (x=D D 2.0, right):
(top) baseline case, (middle) wind shear case and (bottom) turbulent shear case.

cases. The baseline case results are similar to the simulation work that was reported by Mo et al..31 The profiles of hui for
the wind shear and turbulent wind shear cases are almost identical in the near wake region (x=D � 1.0). In the far wake
region, the profiles of the turbulent shear case become flatter in the outer region of wake (jzj=D � 0.5), due to enhanced
momentum exchange and entrainment of ambient fluid. No significant differences are observed from z profiles for both hvi
and hwi for the three cases. The maximum jhvij is about 14% of Uhub at x=D D 1.0.

To quantify the velocity deficit in wake, Figure 14 shows three characteristic velocities, huci, hu1/4i and hu-1/4i,
corresponding to center line (z D 0), upper half span (z=D D 1=4) and lower half span (z=D D �1=4), respec-
tively. For the baseline case, the developments of huci, hu1/4i and hu-1/4i along the downstream show the persistent
velocity deficit, i.e., no obvious wake recovery observed in the present computational domain (0 < x=D < 3.5).
The maximum velocity deficit is about 27.5% of Uhub, occurring at half span of each blade. In both the wind shear
and the turbulent shear cases, velocity recovery is observed from the development of hu1/4i and hu-1/4i. A continu-
ous decrease of huci is observed, with maximum values of 5% and 17.5% of Uhub at x=D D 3.0 for the wind shear
case and turbulent shear case, respectively. The velocity recovery indicated by the increased values of hu-1/4i is more
obvious at the bottom region when x=D > 0.5. The maximum velocity deficits happen at x=D D 1.0, which are
24.9% and 28.3% of Uhub for wind shear and turbulent shear cases, respectively. Slight velocity recovery is observed
behind the top turbine blade in wake, and the maximum velocity deficits are 28.9% and 31.6% for the two wind
shear cases.
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Figure 12. Distributions of hvi (top) and hwi (bottom) in y–z-plane at x=D D 2.0.

4.5.2. Turbulent characteristics in wake.
The spatial distribution of turbulent kinetic energy, e � 1

2 hu
02C v02Cw02i, is shown in Figure 15. For the baseline case, in

the near wake (x=D � 1.0), the maximum TKE occurs at hub height as well as at both the top tip and bottom tip regions,
and the profile is almost symmetric. The maximum value of e=Uhub

2 is about 0.002 at x=D D 0.5, which diminishes
downstream. When wind shear is present, the peak values of e also occur at tips and hub heights in the near wake, with a
maximum value of 0.008 observed at z=D ' 0.45. In the far wake, at x=D D 3.0, the average value of e=Uhub

2 within the
blade swept area is approximately 0.006, which is larger than that in the near wake, indicating an increase of turbulence
level due to mixing and entrainment. In the turbulent shear case, the variations of e are more evident than in the wind shear
case. At x=D D 0.5, the profile is similar to the wind shear case, and at further downstream, a strong enhancement of e is
noticeable. A pronounced peak of e is observed at the bottom tip, which is larger than its value at the top tip in the transition
region from near wake to far wake (1.0 � x=D � 3.0). This significant difference between the top tip and the bottom
tip can be partially explained by the observed larger mean velocity gradient @hui=@z in the bottom tip region (shown in
Figure 13), which contributes to the larger turbulence production mechanism to be discussed later. Detailed examination in
this transition region shows that e keeps increasing at the bottom tip until reaching a maximum of 0.014 at x=D D 2.5, and
its value increases at the top tip. Similar phenomenon has been reported in wind tunnel data in this transition region.15, 49

This trend is different than the results from several other similar simulations (e.g., previous studies29, 33), in which the top
tip region gives a larger TKE than the bottom tip region. To further investigate this discrepancy, the transport equation of e
for incompressible flow50

@e

@t
C huii

@e

@xi
D P � 	 � @Ti

0

@xi
(17)

was examined. Here, P � �hu0iu0ji
@huii
@xj

is the production term, T 0i �
1
2 hu
0
iu
0
ju
0
ji C hu

0
ip
0i=� � 2�hu0jsiji the turbulence

transport term and 	 � 2�hsijsiji the dissipation term, where sij D
1
2 .
@u0i
@xj
C

@u0j
@xi
/. P represents the action of the mean

velocity gradients working against the Reynolds stresses to transfer kinetic energy from the mean flow to small-scale
turbulence,50 and negative values of P only occur in unusual situations.51 Terms 	 and @Ti

0=@xi are usually much less than
P so they can be neglected.51 Thus, P makes the major contribution to the turbulence production mechanism.

In the present study, the production is evaluated using LES results. Similar to the discovery by Wu and Porté-Agel,46

the total production is mainly contributed by two components: Puv=�ŒhQu0 Qv0iCh�uvi�
@hui
@y , and Puw=�ŒhQu0 Qw0iCh�uwi�

@hui
@z .

Recall that �ij is the SGS stress. It is further identified that h�iji � hQu0i Qu
0
ji, so the contribution of SGS stresses can be

ignored, i.e., hu0iu
0
ji ' hQu

0
i Qu
0
ji and @huii

@xj
' @hQuii

@xj
. With these simplifications, the production is estimated by

P ' �hQu0 Qv0i@hQui
@y
� hQu0 Qw0i

@hQui

@z
. (18)
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Figure 13. z-Profiles of time-averaged velocity components at selected downstream locations: (top) hui, (middle) hvi and
(bottom) hwi.
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Figure 14. Development of the time-averaged streamwise velocity at different downstream locations: (left) center line z=D D 0,
(middle) upper half span z=D D 1=4 and (right) lower half span z=D D �1=4. Vertical dashed line indicates the location of wind turbine.

Figure 15. z-Profiles of e at selected downstream locations.

The distributions of P at representative locations of x=D D 1.0 and 3.0 are compared in Figure 16 for the baseline case
and turbulent shear case. It is evident in the tip swept area that the P for both cases is significantly larger than that in other
regions of the wake at x=D D 1.0. Even in the baseline case, where the inflow is uniform and least turbulent, energy is
extracted from the large structure in the tip swept area, where the tip vortex is formed and a large velocity gradient exists,
and fed into small turbulence structures. In the turbulent shear case, where the magnitudes of the velocity gradients and
turbulent levels are significantly increased, escalated turbulence production explains the earlier breakdown of tip vortex,
and the appearance of small turbulent patches sheds into the far wake as observed in Figures 8 and 9. In the turbulent shear
case, P at the bottom tip is higher than the top tip within the near wake (e.g., x=D D 1.0), but the trend is reversed in the far
wake at x=D D 3.0. The plots of P in Figure 16 show that the value of P at the top tip continues to increase as x increases.
However, P keeps decreasing at the bottom tip due to the decreased @hui

@z , indicating expansion and weakening of the shear
layer zone observed in Figure 13 along the downstream direction. This explains the peak of e at the bottom tip in Figure 15,
which continues to amplify downstream. In the present domain, although e is larger at the bottom tip, it is expected that at
a point far enough downstream, e at the top tip will be larger since the P at the top tip is significantly larger. Since in the
present study the turbine tower and nacelle are omitted, the analysis of turbulent generation mechanism is simplified in the
near wake. More systematic analysis is needed with more realistic simulation results to capture this interaction.
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Figure 16. Contour plots of turbulence production for both the baseline case (x=D D 1.0) and the turbulent shear case (x=D D 1.0
and 3.0). Line plots of P are also shown at the top and bottom tips of the turbulent shear case.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper presents LESs of flow fields around a 10 m diameter NREL phase VI wind turbine using the exact blade
geometry. The methodology is capable of resolving details of near-blade flow in turbulent wind, where viscous effects
must be considered, and predicting directly the unsteady turbine loading at different rotation phases. These details cannot
be predicted accurately by other methods employing simplified treatments for the blade geometries. Three different inflow
conditions are studied as follows: baseline case with a uniform wind profile, a wind shear case and a turbulent wind
shear case. The simulation of the baseline case is carried out under the identical boundary conditions as in the wind
tunnel experiments for simulation validation. The simulation results for the blade profile pressure coefficient distributions
accurately match the experimental measurements. Quantitative comparisons of the three cases lead to insight into the
influence of the inflow conditions, with the following key discoveries.

	 The presence of wind shear induces periodic variations and fluctuations in the power output and aerodynamic loading
applied on the wind turbine, which represent the fatigue loading on the drivetrain. More importantly, such wind
variations induce a continuous DC loading in the lateral (y) direction. The flow separates on the suction side of blade
surface. In the separation zone, spanwise motion is also present. More pronounced flow separation on the suction side
occurs in the high wind region than in the low wind region.

	 The wind shear and turbulence effects destroy the uniform and symmetric wake structure in the far wake. Because of
the shear between the near-blade tip vortex and the ambient flow, the evident helical structure gradually transforms to
a continuous vorticity sheet when x=D > 1.5, indicating the existence of a continuous shear layer that has weak phase
dependence. The tip vortex breakdown pattern is observed after four to five revolutions.

	 The wake region is characterized by the existence of strong three-dimensionality. The other two velocity components
are about 14% of the streamwise component. The presence of wind shear changes the distribution of streamwise
velocity, but does not significantly change the lateral and vertical velocity distributions.

	 The TKE in the wake of the turbulent shear case is much larger than that of the baseline case. The turbulence pro-
duction is significantly larger in the tip swept area due to high velocity gradients and turbulence levels, and serves
as a mechanism for the breakdown of the tip vortex in the near wake. In the near wake, the production is higher at
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the bottom tip than at the top tip, and the trend is reversed in the far wake. This explains the appearance of a peak
TKE at the bottom tip in the present simulation domain. TKE is expected to be larger at the top tip at distances far
enough downstream.

Quantitative analysis of the effect of inflow conditions on wind turbines is of significance not only to wind turbine
design but also to wind farm control. In particular, accurate predictions of turbine response to varying inflow wind will lay
the foundation for developing realistic aerodynamic models that will enable the long-term healthy operation of wind farms
with optimal energy harvest by wind turbine clusters and alleviated maintenance costs. Future research will investigate the
effects of varying tip-speed ratio and wind speed. In addition, including the nacelle and tower geometry in the model will
lead to more accurate wake profiles. Furthermore, the ABL profile is important.52 The simulation results will provide valu-
able information for the wind energy community by adopting more realistic ABL profiles and turbulence characteristics.
Investigations of far wake characteristics should also be carried out to develop low-order wake models.
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